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A B S T R A C T

Two-dimensional carbon nanostructures have been produced via flame synthesis. Flame

conditions and sampling methods have been optimized for the collection of the carbon

nanostructures and for their characterization. Atomic Force Microscopy, Differential Mobil-

ity Analysis and Raman spectroscopy have been used to characterize the morphology and

the chemical composition of these carbon nanostructures. Results show that a network of

aromatic compounds connected by non-aromatic bonding arrange to form bi-dimensional

structures that assume an atomically thin disk-like shape when deposited on a substrate.

The in plane lateral dimension is of the order of tens of nanometers, and the height of

about 3 Å. In spite of a significant amount of disorder, Raman spectroscopy evidences that

lattice distortion is not very large in these flame nano-disks.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Since the discovery of graphene, the interest of the scientific

community towards bi-dimensional materials is steeply

growing. The atomic thickness of graphene and graphene-like

material is one of the most interesting and promising proper-

ties that can open the way towards new and innovative appli-

cations of carbon-based materials. One drawback of perfect

graphene is the absence of the energy gap between valence

and conduction band, which makes doubtful the develop-

ment of graphene-based digital electronic. Thus, in many

cases the inclusion of disorder centers can be desirable and

a great number of researches have currently the objective to

produce graphene-like material with tailored properties [1–4].

Combustion synthesis is widely used to produce nano-

structured materials for a broad variety of applications [5].
Its main advantage, compared to other methods, consists

in the rapidity and simplicity of the process, which allows

producing the material directly on the desired substrate.

For many applications, combustion synthesis is employed

to produce inorganic nanoparticles, metal oxides or metals,

but equally important is its potentiality for the synthesis of

carbon materials [6]. Changing the process operating

conditions, i.e., temperature, pressure, residence time,

stoichiometry and fuel, a variety of carbon structures can

be formed, from diamond to fullerenes, nanotubes or

graphene [7,8].

The production of carbon nano-compounds in flames may

be attractive for many of the emerging applications driven by

the current interest for graphene-like materials. In addition, it

is also challenging for the scientific community because of

the positive environmental impact that a possible recycling
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and ennoblement of a material, generally considered as a

waste product of energy production, might have.

Combustion of hydrocarbons operated in fuel-rich condi-

tions produces carbonaceous compounds spanning from

low- and high-molecular weight gas-phase polycyclic aro-

matic hydrocarbons (PAHs) to partially aromatic nano-sized

compounds, and solid soot particles. Hence, the ensemble

of flame generated carbon species comprises a wide range

of molecular weights and sizes – from few nanometers,

2–3 nm, up to hundreds of nanometers – as well as of chem-

ical and physical characteristics, and of optical and electronic

properties. The relative abundance of each compound and

the chemical characteristics are strongly dependent on the

combustion conditions. Indeed, differences in the fuel chem-

ical composition and in the type of the combustion process,

i.e., diffusive or premixed, laminar or turbulent, can result

in different products. Moreover, other parameters such as

temperature, residence time and pressure, also control spe-

cific properties of the particles.

Over the last decades, numerous studies have been de-

voted to the understanding of the chemical–physical mecha-

nisms responsible for the formation of the whole set of

carbon compounds formed in fuel rich flames [9,10]. Although

these studies were mostly driven by the necessity of improv-

ing the combustion efficiency and reducing the emission of

pollutants from the combustion devices, they have led to a

deep knowledge on the steps controlling the formation and

growth of such species. This allows the tailoring of the prop-

erties of carbonaceous ‘‘by-products’’ by changing the flame

parameters hence developing a new synthesis method for

specific carbon structures.

Premixed flames with near-stoichiometric fuel/air mix-

tures produce a blue colored luminosity due to the formation

of chemically-excited small molecules. As the fuel concentra-

tion increases, incomplete oxidation reactions brings about

the formation of solid carbon compounds, like soot, whose

thermal emission gives rise to the typical yellow–orange

flame luminosity. In this work, flame conditions intermediate

between these two limits have been selected in order to form

incipient carbon compounds, precursors of the soot particles.

Such compounds, deposited on substrate, have been charac-

terized by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), Differential Mobil-

ity Analysis and Raman spectroscopy. We show that under

appropriate flame conditions, two-dimensional (2-D) carbon

structures with atomic thickness and lateral dimension of

the order of tens of nanometers are produced.
2. Experimental set-up

An atmospheric pressure ethylene/air laminar premixed

flame, stabilized on a McKenna burner, with the equivalent

ratio fixed at / = 1.83 (C/O = 0.61) and a cold gas velocity of

10 cm/s, was used as flame-synthesis reactor. The maximum

flame temperature was 1770 K at about 1 mm height above

the burner (HAB) and decreased to about 1600 K at the sam-

pling location, 15 mm.

Carbon compounds were collected by thermophoretic

sampling via rapid insertion of a cold substrate in the flame

by means of a pneumatic actuator that assures a fast
sampling time. The sampling time in the flame was varied

from 5 ms to about 1 s. Thereafter we decided to use a sam-

pling time of 30 ms necessary to collect isolated compounds.

This sampling method exploits the thermophoretic force,

generated when a cold plate is inserted in flame, due to the

temperature gradient between the hot gases and the plate.

This force acts on the carbonaceous compounds present in

flame and causes them to impact and deposit on the plate.

Details on the sampling system and procedures are reported

in the Supplementary material.

Freshly cleaved mica was used as substrate to have an

atomically flat background in AFM images. Measurements

were performed with a Scanning Probe Microscope NTEGRA

Prima from NT-MDT. We used NANOSENSORSTM SSS-NCHR

super-sharp silicon probes with nominal tip radius of 2 nm,

half cone angle at 200 nm from tip apex less than 10�, and a

125-lm long cantilever with a spring force constant of 42 N/

m and a range of resonance frequency 204–497 kHz. AFM

was operated in semicontact mode in air to image the sample.

The level of tapping force used during imaging is given by the

set-point ratio, i.e., the ratio between the set-point amplitude,

Asp, and the free-oscillation amplitude, A. All the images were

acquired with a set-point ratio equal to 0.25. The AFM images

were obtained with a scan rate of 0.3–0.5 kHz over a selected

area of 2 lm · 2 lm and 1 lm · 1 lm (1024 · 1024 pixel resolu-

tion). The calibration of AFM scanner vertical movement was

performed by means of NT-MDT SiC/0.75 calibration sample,

which has a uniform distribution of 0.75 nm – height steps

on its surface. All the images were not filtered.

The same sampling method was used to collect material

for TEM analysis. TEM images were used to corroborate AFM

measurements. More information on the TEM measurements

are reported in the Supplementary material.

For chemical and structural analysis, flame products were

sampled using a horizontal stainless steel probe with a

2.5 mm pinhole at the middle. Since the probe location,

HAB = 15 mm, was in the post-flame region, i.e., far from

the flame front, the probe did not induce perturbation in

the main flame structure. The sample entering the probe

was diluted with N2 to quench chemical reactions and to

avoid gas-to-particle condensation, and sent to a quartz filter

positioned on-line. The sampling time was about one hour to

allow the collection of enough material for the Raman analy-

sis (0.7 mg).

Raman spectra were measured using a Horiba XploRA Ra-

man microscope system with a 100· objective (NA 1.4, Olym-

pus). The laser source was a frequency doubled Nd:YAG-solid

state laser (k = 532 nm, 12 mW maximum laser power at the

sample). The calibration of the system was performed against

the Stokes Raman signal of pure Si at 520 cm�1 using a silicon

wafer. A 200 lm pinhole was used for confocal photons collec-

tion. To minimize the probability of structural changes of the

sample due to thermal decomposition by the laser, the power

of the excitation laser beam and exposure time were varied to

find measurement conditions that avoid the formation of arti-

facts. Spectra were obtained with a laser beam power of 10%,

and accumulation-exposure times of 5 cycles of 30 s each. For

each sample, 7–10 spots were randomly selected and aver-

aged. Then, all the spectra were multipoint baseline cor-

rected, normalized at the G peak around 1600 cm�1 and
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fitted using Nonlinear Curve Fit function of Origin 8.5 pack-

age. The best fit, based on the Levenberg–Marquardt method,

was performed using a combination of both Gaussian and

Lorentian curves following the work by Sadesky et al. [12].

The first order spectra were fitted with six peaks whereas

the second order spectra were fitted with four peaks. The

quality of the fitting procedure was tested in terms of the re-

duced chi-square (v2/DoF) and adjusted coefficient of determi-

nation (adjusted R2).

On-line measurements of the size distribution of the sam-

pled particles were performed by using a differential mobility

analyzer (DMA) operated in conditions which allow the detec-

tion of particles with sizes as low as 1 nm. Details of the

experimental set-up for on-line DMA measurement are re-

ported elsewhere [11].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Morphological analysis

The AFM image of the sample deposited on a mica plate over

an area of 2 · 2 lm2 is shown in Fig. 1. During the sampling

time of 30 ms a large number of nanosized compounds is

deposited on the mica substrate. The compounds are disk-

like with base diameter of the order of tens of nanometers

and height lower than 1 nm.

A more clear view of their size and shape is shown in

Fig. 2a and b in which the image of a typical carbon disk mea-

sured with a larger resolution and zoomed to 200 · 200 nm2 is

reported together with the height profile along the green line.

The in-plane shape is spherical, with a diameter of few tens

of nanometer whereas the height is of just few Ångströms.

It is well known that AFM images are measured along ver-

tical axes with the higher resolution, even less than one Ång-

ström, whereas the lateral resolution is limited by tip

convolution effects. Nevertheless, the exact calibration of

the scanning device, which provides controlled translation
Fig. 1 – AFM image of the sample deposited on a mica plate

over an area of 2 · 2 lm2. (A colour version of this figure can

be viewed online.)
of the probe relative to the sample surface, is important to

perform reliable measurements. In fact, ceramic scanners

are characterized by a nonlinear response so that appropriate

calibration is necessary for each specific interval of measure-

ments. In the particular case of samples with atomic thick-

ness, a test structure for calibrating scanner translations in

the range of a few nanometers is required. To this aim, we

used 6H-SiC(0001) test sample (by Nt-MDT), containing

SiC(0001) single crystals with periodic parallel steps with

height of one half of lattice constant, 0.75 nm, to calibrate

the instrument with the measured step height. To improve

lateral resolution, tip artifact have been minimized by using

a super-sharp tip. Nevertheless, the measured images are al-

ways a convolution of the probe geometry and the shape of

the features being imaged, resulting in an overestimation of

the sample size. This effect might be corrected given the

knowledge of the shape of the probe and apex, but this proce-

dure does not take into account of manufacture defects, dam-

aged or messy probes, so that the base diameter can never be

determined with a precision better than few nanometers. We

therefore considered that base diameter was overestimated

by 5 nm, about two tip radii, and subtracted this value in

the evaluation of the base diameter of the measured objects.

Image analysis conducted on a statistically representative

sample furnished the distributions of height and base diame-

ter reported in Fig. 3a and b, respectively. The height of the

particles, h, is distributed over an interval smaller than 2 Å,

the distribution is unimodal with an average value of

<h> = 0.28 ± 0.04 nm. This value is indicative of a single-atom

thickness. The base diameters, D, are distributed over a

broader range, from 5 to 40 nm with a mean value of

<D> = 22 ± 5 nm.

In order to verify that the results of AFM measurements

were not affected by artifact, we compared the size of the

sampled compounds with that of the compounds in aerosol

phase. To this aim, for each object measured by AFM, the vol-

ume was evaluated from the base diameter and height con-

sidering a conical shape, and the distribution of the

diameter of spheres with equal volume was determined.

Flame products were also collected from the flame by a suc-

tion probe and the aerosol analyzed on line by a differential

mobility analyzer (DMA) for measuring the size distribution

of the solid compounds suspended in the gas. DMA determines

the diameter of the compounds, assuming a spherical shape,

by the measure of their mobility in an electric field. From the

mobility diameter, we estimated the diameter of the particles

using the correction expression reported in Ref. [11]. The com-

parison of these size distributions, the DMA-diameter and the

AFM-sphere equivalent diameter, is reported in Fig. 4.

The size distribution measured on line in aerosol phase

(gray bars) consists in a mono-modal distribution of diame-

ters smaller than 5 nm with a mean diameter equal to

<DDMA> = 2.4 ± 0.7 nm. The distribution of the deposited com-

pounds is slightly broader; the maximum is shifted towards

larger diameter and the mean diameter is equal to

<DAFM> = 3 ± 1 nm. Considering that the two measuring meth-

ods are based on a different definition of diameter and con-

sidering the experimental uncertainties, the results are in

good agreement confirming that the compounds measured

by AFM are representative of the species produced in flame



Fig. 2 – (Left) AFM image of a flame generated carbon disk deposited on mica substrate, and (right) height profile along the

green line. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

Fig. 3 – Distribution of (a) maximum height, and (b) base diameter of flame nano-disk deposited on a mica plate.

Fig. 5 – Raman spectrum of carbon disks sampled from the

flame, black line; of HOPG, blue line; and of single layer

graphene, red dotted line. (A colour version of this figure can

be viewed online.)

Fig. 4 – Size distribution of flame formed compounds. Full

gray bars: aerosol based DMA-diameter; red line bars: AFM-

sphere equivalent diameter. (A colour version of this figure

can be viewed online.)
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and are not due to artifact during sampling. In particular, the

good agreement between the diameter of compounds derived

from electrical mobility, i.e., DMA, and the equivalent diame-

ter of thermophoretically deposited particles measured by

AFM evidence that the atomic-thick disk-like shape is a con-

sequence of deposition procedure. These atomic-thick disk-

like compounds have a three dimensional shape in the aero-

sol phase due to the possibility of twisting and bending

around non-aromatic bonds but they assume a plane, atom-

ic-thick morphology when deposited on the mica support at

ambient temperature. This is further confirmed by a good

agreement between the projected area of objects measured

by TEM (see Supplementary material) and base area of com-

pounds measured by AFM. Sampling procedure is therefore

integral part of the synthesis procedure.

In conclusion, AFM analysis has shown that flame pro-

duced compounds can be collected on substrates. Atomic-

thick disk-like objects with base diameter of few tens of nano-

meters and height of about 3 Å can be therefore produced by

flame synthesis-thermophoretic sampling.

3.2. Raman-spectral analysis

The chemical characterization of flame-formed nano-disks

has been performed by Raman spectroscopy. The Raman

spectrum of the material deposited on a quartz filter is re-

ported in Fig. 5 together with the spectrum of Highly Ordered

Pyrolytic Graphite (HOPG) and of single layer graphene.

In the first place, we point out that a background due to a

broadband light emission by fluorescence that is rather com-

mon in Raman spectra of various soots produced in flames

[13,14] is inappreciable in our sample. This evidence provides

an indication of the absence of any adsorption of small PAHs

on the sampled material during sampling. However, in order

to definitely prove this point, the Raman spectrum of a sample

heated for about 1/2 h at 100 �C and of a sample hold under vac-

uum condition, 250 mbar, for 1 day has been measured. As a re-

sult, no differences with the original spectra were detected.

The most prominent features in the spectrum of nano-disks

are two peaks centered at 1340 and 1614 cm�1. The most intense

one corresponds to the G peak, which is produced by phonon

modes with E2g symmetry and is Raman active for every sp2 car-

bon networks. The position of the G peak in carbon compounds

in not unique since it is very sensitive to the carbon network [15].

The central position in nanocrystalline-graphite increases up to

a maximum of �1600 cm�1. The G peak is located at above

1600 cm�1 in amorphous networks in the presence of sp2 chains

under UV excitation. An opposite trend, towards 1510 cm�1, is

producedbytheincreaseofbond-angleandbond-bendingdisor-

der and the presence of non-six fold rings [15,16].

The G peak of flame-formed nano-disks is clearly at an

higher position respect to HOPG and graphene, whose max-

ima appear at about 1580 cm�1, and is also sensibly broader.

Both features are consistent with a small size of aromatic

zones, La. In fact, because of the Heisenberg indetermination

principle, when La becomes comparable to the phonon coher-

ence length those phonons with q 5 0 satisfying Dq � h/La can

participate to the G line, with the consequence that the Ra-

man line broadens and shifts to 1600 cm�1 [15,16]. In the

flame formed nano-disks collected in this work, these
features are also in part due to the superposition of another

peak, the so-called D 0 peak centered at about 1620 cm�1. This

is due to an intra-valley double resonance (DR) process involv-

ing electronic states around the same K (or K 0) point of the

Brillouin Zone (BZ). In the spectrum of nano-disks in Fig. 5

this last peak is not distinguishable from the G one because

of the broadening of the lines, as often happens in spectra

of carbon materials with finite crystallite size [16].

The band near 1340 cm�1 is the so-called D band since it is

a defect induced Raman feature so that it is not observed in

the spectrum of the highly crystalline HOPG and in a perfect

graphene, whereas it becomes strong in nano-crystalline

graphite, due to edge effects, or in defected and amorphous

carbon [16]. The D band appears as a consequence of an in-

ter-valley double resonance (DR) process involving one elec-

tron (or hole) in an electronic state near the K point in the

Brillouin Zone (BZ). The process occurs by the absorption of

a photon, an inelastic scattering event with a phonon, and

an elastic backscattering event by a defect of the crystal to

the original K state where finally the recombination of hole-

electron occurs with the emission of a photon [17].

The ratio of the D and G peak intensity has been widely

used to estimate the in-plane correlation length of aromatic

island, La. Tuinstra and Koening (TK) [18] reported that the

intensity of the D band is inversely proportional to the effec-

tive crystallite size, La, in the direction of the graphite plane.

Such functional dependence has been also reported in term

of the average distance between defects, Ld, in graphene,

and has been successively verified up to a minimum La or

Ld, of about 2 nm, where I(D)/I(G) reaches a maximum value

[15–23]. When the effective crystallite size or the distance be-

tween defects further decreases, I(D)/I(G) decreases to zero. A

clear explanation of this trend has been given by Lucchese

et al. [22] and Martins Ferreira et al. [23] for defects produced

by ion bombardment. They considered that ion impact causes

the formation of an area of structural disorder, as a circle of

radius rS, where the break-down of the lattice structure oc-

curs not allowing the activation of the D-band. This area is

surrounded by a D-band activation area, a ring of outer radius

rA in which the lattice is preserved and the effect of the disor-

der is to activate D band. Increasing defect density, or equiv-

alently reducing La, has initially the effect of increasing the

activated area respect to the total sp2 area, so that I(D)/I(G) in-

creases up to the maximum corresponding to the maximum

coverage of activated area in the sample. A further reduction

of the distance between disorder can only increase the struc-

tural disorder area with the consequent reduction of the acti-

vated region, so that I(D) decreases to zero. In this region, I(D)/

I(G) is proportional to the probability of finding a sixfold ring

respect to the total sp2, thus it is proportional to L2
a or to the

number of ordered rings [16]. The non-monotonic trend of

I(D)/I(G) necessitates additional information in order to iden-

tify the proper regime of disorder concentration and deter-

mine the correct equation required to evaluate La. As

discussed before, our sample of flame formed nano-disks

has the G band clearly at higher position and broader com-

pared to HOPG and graphene, evidencing a relevant phonon

confinement due to very small crystallite size. We can then

conclude that the correct regime is that one with I(D)/I(G) pro-

portional to L2
a. In this regime, a generalized relationship
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between the Raman feature and La is necessarily affected by a

large uncertainty since every kind of disorder can produce a

slightly different effect on the D band [24].

Various expressions have been proposed by different

authors. Ferrari and Robertson [16] proposed to use the

expression I(D)/I(G) = C(k)L2
a (with C(k) = 0.55 for EL = 2.41 eV

and La expressed in nm). However, in highly disordered mate-

rial, the band linewidth increases so that to take into account

the whole scattering process the area under the peak can be

considered, as reported by Martins Ferreira et al. [23]. None-

theless, the bandwidth gives information on the structural

disorder, whereas the intensity is more representative of the

resonant process [21,25–27], consequently these two parame-

ters add complementary information. In addition, it should be

also considered that the line broadening produces the over-

lapping of the G and D 0 peaks, so that the band integral gives

an overestimation of G contribution. To overcome this prob-

lem, Lucchese et al. [22] considered the peak intensity at the

fixed D and G frequency.

Table1 reportsvalues of La obtainedusing thevarious expres-

sions reported in the literature, with the appropriate scaling fac-

tor to account for the wavenumber line dispersion, given by the

fourth power of the incident photon energy [21]. The in plane

size of aromatic island in our sample results to be about 1.3 nm.

The part of the spectrum in the spectral region between

2000 and 3600 cm�1 of Fig. 3 is composed by second order

bands. In the spectrum of flame nano-disks, the three bands

of graphite are present together with a peak at about

2940 cm�1 that is the most intense feature. All these features

overlap in a broad structured band.

3.3. Raman-fit analysis

Because of the superposition of the lines, the spectrum has

been fitted with a multiple line function for a detailed analy-

sis, as shown in Fig. 6. The two regions of the spectrum have

been fitted separately: the first order region, 1000–1800 cm�1,

was fitted with 5 Lorentian and 1 Gaussian curves and the

second order region, 2000 and 3600 cm�1, with 4 Lorentian
Table 1 – La calculation based on different equations.

Reference Equation

Ferrari and Basko Eq. (7) [17] ID
IG
¼ aE�4

L L2
a

Cançado et al. Eq. (1) [21] ID
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Þ
� e
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Þ
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Þ
2
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3
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Lucchese et al. Eq. (8) [22] ID
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Martins Ferreira Eq. (9) [23] AD
AG
¼ CA

rA
2�r2

S

r2
A�2r2
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Þ
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a ID/IG ratio evaluated from the maximum of the two bands.
b ID/IG ratio calculated at a fixed frequency: ID at1345 cm-1 and IG at 1585
c AD/AG ratio evaluated from the areas of the two bands.
curves. Table 2 reports the values of the parameters resulting

from the fitting procedure.

In the first order spectrum, three Lorentian curves fit the D,

G and D 0 peaks. Two additional Lorentian lines have been used

to fit the feature at 1100–1300 cm�1. In this region a shoulder in

D peak is often observed in the Raman spectra of flame soots

[12,13,28] whereas this band has not a corresponding one in

the spectrum of both HOPG and graphene, as can be observed

comparing Fig. 6a with Fig. 6b. Sadesky et al. [12] called D4 the

peak centered at about 1200 cm�1 and attributed D4 to the pres-

ence of disordered graphitic lattice, polyenes and ionic impuri-

ties. This assignment is not completely straightforward and at

this regards it is interesting to compare this band with the sec-

ond order spectra of our sample and of HOPG and graphene, re-

ported in Fig. 6d–f. In fact, following thevertical-dashed lines in

the Fig. 6, it is evident a correspondence of the band centered at

1222 cm�1 with that one of HOPG, graphene and our nano-disk

at 2450 cm�1, thus all of them probably originate from the same

phonons. The graphite band at 2450 cm�1 has been attributed

to phonons near the K-point belonging to the longitudinal

acoustic (LA), which contribute to the 2450 cm�1 band both as

an overtone, 2D00, or by the combination with D phonons,

D + D00 [17,29,30]. The first order Raman scattering originated

by such phonons is not observed in HOPG and graphene

whereas a band near 1100 cm�1, named D00, has been observed

in the first order spectrum of graphite whiskers for visible exci-

tation [29,30]. Such considerations allow us to state that in

flame nano-disk, as occurs in graphite whiskers, the feature

at 1222 cm�1 is the D00 band, activated due to the selection-rule

relaxation resulting from finite-crystal-size effects and defects.

In the spectrum of nano-disks, an extra peak around

1175 cm�1 is clearly seen, thus a good fitting of the curve

was only obtained using a further Lorentian function for this

feature. The same peak was previously observed in the SERS

spectrum of carbon material sampled in similar conditions

[31]. This peak does not have a counterpart in the second or-

der spectrum (Fig. 6f) so that it probably has a different origin

than D00 peak. A similar feature has been reported in Raman

spectra of amorphous hydrogenated carbon a-C:H and was
Parameters Band ratio La (nm)

a = 18.5 ID/IG = 0.86a 1.2
EL = 2.33 eV

CA = 160/EL
4 = 5.42 ID/IG = 0.86a 1.3

rA = 3.1 nm

rS = 1.0 nm

s 1� e�ðprS
2

L2
D
Þ

h i
CA = 4.2*(2.41/EL)4=4.82 ID/IG = 1.58b 1.3
Cs = 0.87
rA = 3.0 nm
rS = 1.0 nm

s 1� e�ðprS
2

L2
D
Þ

h i
CA = 3.6*(2.41/EL)4=4.13 AD/AG = 2.39c <1.7
Cs = 2.4
rA = 4.1 nm
rS = 2.6 nm

cm-1 (or I1345/I1585).
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attributed to the CC–H bending mode of the ring in neutral

poly (p-phenylene vinylene) (PPV) chain inclusions, which is

resonant under visible excitation wavelength [32]. In a-C:H,

peaks at 1150 and 1450 cm�1 have been also attributed to

small amount of trans-polyacetylene like structural units

which have a large Raman cross section [15,33]. At this re-

gards it may be noted that the presence of olefinic C@C bonds,
which have higher vibration frequencies than the aromatic

ones because of their shorter bonds, would also contribute

to the positioning of the G peak towards higher frequency

as observed in our nano-disks confirming the possible pres-

ence of chain inclusions in our flame generated sample.

For the band occurring around 1530 cm�1, between D and

G bands, a Gaussian line-shape has been chosen according



Table 2 – Curve fitting analysis results.

Sample Peak index Peak type Area fit Center max Max height FWHM

First order Raman
Flame nano-disk Peak 1175 Lorentz 5.6 ± 0.5 1176 ± 4 0.07 ± 0.01 49 ± 2

D’’ Lorentz 4.2 ± 0.3 1222 ± 6 0.048 ± 0.003 56 ± 2
D Lorentz 148 ± 3 1340 ± 4 0.87 ± 0.03 109 ± 2
D3 Gaussian 22 ± 2 1529 ± 4 0.13 ± 0.03 163 ± 6
G Lorentz 32 ± 2 1598 ± 4 0.43 ± 0.03 47 ± 2
D 0 Lorentz 31 ± 1 1618 ± 4 0.66 ± 0.03 30 ± 1

HOPG G Lorentz 41 ± 1 1583 ± 4 1.01 ± 0.02 25 ± 1
Graphene G Lorentz 19 ± 1 1584 ± 4 1.02 ± 0.02 12.0 ± 1

Second order Raman
Flame nano-disk 2D00 Lorentz 1.7 ± 0.2 2469 ± 4 0.096 ± 0.003 934 ± 1

2D Lorentz 97 ± 4 2667 ± 4 0.17 ± 0.01 367 ± 3
G + D, D + D 0 Lorentz 57 ± 3 2939 ± 4 0.18 ± 0.02 203 ± 4
2D 0, G + D 0 Lorentz 17 ± 1 3213 ± 4 0.088 ± 0.003 121 ± 5

HOPG 2D’’ Lorentz 2.8 ± 0.2 2461 ± 4 0.038 ± 0.001 42 ± 1
2D3DA Lorentz 18 ± 1 2684 ± 4 0.21 ± 0.02 54 ± 3
2D3DB Lorentz 31 ± 1 2723 ± 4 0.56 ± 0.02 60 ± 1
2D 0 Lorentz 2.7 ± 0.2 3247 ± 4 0.086 ± 0.002 15 ± 2

Graphene 2D00 Lorentz 3.1 ± 0.2 2460 ± 4 0.058 ± 0.002 39 ± 1
2D Lorentz 67 ± 1 2679 ± 4 1.45 ± 0.02 29 ± 1
2D 0 Lorentz 2.5 ± 1 3245 ± 4 0.087 ± 0.002 18 ± 2
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to the recommendation of Sadesky et al. [12] and previous pa-

pers on flame formed carbonaceous material [12–14,31]. In the

following, we use for this band the name reported by Sadeski

et al. [12], D3, to indicate that it is associated to disorder in a

graphitic lattice. The origin of this band in flame produced

carbon spectra is currently the most ambiguous. Some

authors specify that the D3 band originates from contribu-

tions from the phonon density of states in finite-size crystals

of graphite [34,35]. Others consider the band originate by the

presence of amorphous carbon fraction involving organic

molecules, fragments, functional groups and/or the inclusion

of odd-membered ring structures [12,36–40]. Further studies

suggest the D3 peak as a signature of defects outside graph-

ene planes such as tetrahedral carbons [41]. This peak can

also be attributed to semicircle stretching mode of carbon

atoms in single aromatic rings or fused aromatic rings [35].

The result of the fitting evidences that the G peak is posi-

tioned, in our sample, at larger wavenumbers by about

15 cm�1 respect to the G band of both HOPG and graphene.

As discussed previously, this is explained by the nanosize of

graphitic islands, in addition, the presence of C@C bonds in

olefinic small chain cannot be excluded also because of the

presence of the 1175 cm�1 band. Since the G band is active

in every sp2 structure, the stronger indication about the pres-

ence of aromatic islands comes from the D and D 0 signals.

Thus, the strong D and D 0 bands in Raman spectrum of flame

formed carbon nano-disks (see Fig. 6c) indicate that such

material is characterized by an aromatic network even

though with a relevant amount of disorder. Peculiar is the fact

that the D 0 band, at 1620 cm�1, is even more intense than G

band. It is worth noting that D and D 0 bands are particularly

strong and well defined in graphene and graphitic materials

with defects because of a double resonance process. By con-

trast, in amorphous carbon or in strongly defective graphene
the D and G peaks are not well defined and merge in one

broad feature [42]. In fact, since the periodic structure of the

lattice is largely disordered and a relevant loss of periodicity

occurs, the Raman selection rules are strongly relaxed so that

the signal can be produced by every phonon rather than so-

lely those fulfilling the double resonance process and the

spectrum resemble the phonon density of states. Differently

from this picture, the rather sharp feature of D and D 0 bands

in the spectrum of Fig. 6c with a FWHM of about 100 cm�1 and

30 cm�1 respectively, indicate that the carbon nano-disks pro-

duced in our flame condition are not very much disordered,

the hexagonal lattice symmetry is probably not strongly bro-

ken by disorder so that resonant processes involving real

states occur. This is further confirmed by the peaks in the sec-

ond order spectrum as discussed later.

In a defect-free graphene, the D and D 0 lines can only be acti-

vated by edges, which beak the translational symmetry allow-

ing elastic backscattering of electrons, and this signal is

actually measured in graphene nano-ribbons. In analogy to

this, we may consider that, in our sample, edges may contrib-

ute sensibly to the disorder necessary to activate these bands.

In fact, AFM analysis has evidenced that our sample is com-

posed by an ensemble of very small bi-dimensional nano-disks

with an average lateral dimension of about 20 nm. Thus, each

nano-disk has a relevant part of the area constituted by the D

band activation region due to the edge. This area may be con-

sidered as a ring near the edge, whose characteristic length is

about 2 nm, i.e., rA�rS reported in Table 1. In addition to the

edge effect, other kinds of defects, typical of amorphous car-

bon, are probably present in flame nano-disks. This is evi-

denced by the presence of the D3 and D00 0 bands in our

sample, even though these bands are not particularly strong.

Further information can be derived by the analysis of the

second order spectrum, in the region between 2000 and
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3600 cm�1
, which is governed by a modulated bump com-

posed by overtone and combination bands (Fig. 6f).

Three Lorentian bands arepresent in the spectrumof graph-

ene, Fig. 6d, and four in the HOPG one, Fig. 6e. For both, the most

intense one is positioned at about 2700 cm�1. This band is very

strong in graphene and graphitic carbon due to a double reso-

nance process involving the same phonons involved in the D

band. If the conduction and valence bands are symmetric, like

in the case of single-layer graphene, resonance might occur for

electrons and holes giving a triple resonance process and a par-

ticularly intense line. This band has been defined 2D [17], 2D1

[12], or also G 0 [43] to indicate that it is not properly an overtone

of the D band since it does not require a disorder to be activated.

The most interesting property of this band is that the shape is

very sensitive to the number of graphene layer and three-

dimensional ordering. In single-layer graphene it consists of a

single band, symmetric and very narrow, centered at

2679 cm�1 and its intensity is larger than the G band. In bi-layer

graphene, due to the splitting of electronic bands, it is com-

posed by four bands, two of which are more intense. Increasing

the number of staked layers, up to 3–4, the number of sub-

bands continues to increase, so that it broadens and becomes

asymmetric [43,44]. Whereas, in the limit of AB staked graphite

only two component are present: the most intense line at

2720 cm�1, denoted by subscript 3DB, and a shoulder at

2650 cm�1 denoted by subscript 3DA [45,46] (the band has an

asymmetric shape as can be observed in Fig. 6e for HOPG). With

decreasing the interlayer interaction, the two lines get closer

and in turbostratic graphite, which is an intermediate case be-

tween a three-dimensional structure and an ensemble of two-

dimensional graphitic planes, the band is again symmetric,

centered at about 2700 cm�1, in an intermediate position re-

spect to the 2D3DA and 2D3DB of graphite, but it is broader, less

intense and shifted to larger frequencies than that of a perfect

graphene [30].

In our nano-disks the 2D band is much broader than that

of HOPG and graphene. Its maximum occurs at a frequency

close to the one of graphene and the 2D3DA band of HOPG.

This is a clear evidence of the absence of carbon–carbon inter-

action along the z axis, and supports the bi-dimensionality of

the nano-disks measured by AFM.

In the Raman spectrum of the flame formed nano-disks, a

rather sharp band is present at 2950 cm�1 in addition to the

bands of HOPG. This band is also present in spectra of amor-

phous carbon and of every flame soots [12,13] and is activated

by disorder. It is interesting to note that it is not present in the

Raman spectra measured at the edge position of a defect-free

graphene reported by Casiraghi et al. [47] whereas, it appears

in graphene with point defect produced by ion irradiation [23],

which causes distortion of the lattice. Various assignments

have been proposed for this band in literature. Write et al.

[48] suggested that the mode is due to a combination of

G + D phonons. Successively, Nemanich and Solis [34] associ-

ated it to the strongest features in the density of states at

1350 cm�1 and 1620 cm�1, i.e. to D + D 0 phonons, as also re-

ported by Cançado et al. [21]. This last process can only occur

when momentum conservation is satisfied by the presence of

a scattering event between an electron and a defect [17]. Part

of the difficulty in the attribution of this peak derives from the

fact that in amorphous and largely disordered compounds it
appears like a small and broad feature. By contrast, in our

spectrum it appears to be rather sharp, so that its position

can be accurately evaluated. Even though the position of the

maximum of D + D 0 combination band is not expected to be

exactly at the frequency given by the sum of position of band

D and position of band D 0 [17], it is peculiar that in our spec-

trum the center perfectly agrees with the frequency sum of

the center of G and D bands, so that we cannot exclude the

contribution from D + G phonons. The strong intensity of this

peak indicate that edges are not the only source of disorder in

our nano-disks but lattice distortion has a relevant part in

activating the Raman lines, in agreement to that observed

previously when discussing the D3 and D00 bands in the first

order spectrum. Such lattice distortion can be caused by the

presence of sp3 components or penta-rings, which might also

explain the not perfectly flat shape of the disk measured by

AFM (Fig. 2b).

The third strong feature in the spectrum is centered at

3212 cm�1. A small band positioned at 3240 cm�1 is also evi-

dent in the spectra of graphene and HOPG, Fig. 6d,e; this is

due to the overtone of D 0 band whereas, the overtone mode

of the G-band around 3170 cm�1 is very small and below the

detection limit. Comparing the central position of the Raman

band of flame nano-disks with that of graphene and HOPG it

appears that the overtone of D 0 phonons give only a small

contribution whereas it seems possible that the combination

of G + D 0 mode activated by defects prevails, in agreement

with the spectrum reported by Martins Ferreira et al. [23] for

graphene with point defect produced by ion irradiation.

Finally, the fourth Lorentian linewidth has been used to fit

a band near 2450 cm�1. This band gives a small feature in the

spectrum of graphene and HOPG and it produces a shoulder

in the 2D band in our sample. As discussed previously,

according to literature [16,34,49], it can be assigned to the

overtone of the D00 band near 1225 cm�1 which has a peak in

the phonon density of states for two phonons.

To sum up, Raman measurements shows that flame nano-

disk are disordered carbon compounds containing aromatic

islands with lateral dimension of roughly 1.3 nm. Disorder

in the structure is in part due to edges effect of each

nano-disk, but other sources of disorder, which produce lat-

tice distortion, like small olefinic-like chains, are also present.

Despite that, such structures present a larger resonance

respect to analogous amorphous carbon, like other flame

soots. This is probably due to the bi-dimensional shape of car-

bon nano-disks, which are single atom thick when deposited

on the substrate. The flatness suggests that disorders that

may introduce strong curvature in the lattice are present to

a minor extent, so that probably most of the disorder consists

in non-graphitic linkage of crystallites and edges effects due

to the small size of the crystallites and the disks itself.

Non-aromatic functionalities, aromatic molecules linked by

aliphatic chains, and curvature-generated by penta-rings in

flame formed carbon nanoparticles have been subject of

numerous investigations and are still under debate [9,10,31,

50]. However, since the use of an excitation wavelength in

the visible only allows monitoring the presence of sp2 type

network, further investigation with the use of UV excitation

will complement this study monitoring the presence of a

sp3 component in the carbon network.
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4. Conclusions

In this work a new carbon nanostructure has been produced

by flame synthesis. Flame conditions and the sampling meth-

od have been chosen in order to form 2-D nano-sized carbon

compounds. Such products, have been characterized by AFM

and Raman spectroscopy. It has been shown that thermopho-

retic deposited material is composed by two-dimensional car-

bon structures with atomic thickness, and in plane lateral

dimension of the order of tens of nanometers. Carbon

nano-disks contain small aromatic islands with in plane La

of about 1.3 nm. The quantum confinement in the aromatic

islands and the small size of the disks makes edges effects

as a predominant source of disorder. However, other kind of

disorder are also present, including chain-like bridges or dan-

gling bonds or lattice distortion possibly caused by penta-

rings or sp3 inclusions.

Therefore, the results of the present work support the view

of a network of aromatic islands arranged to form bi-dimen-

sional structures that assume an atomically thin disk-like

shape when deposited on a substrate.

In spite of the amount of disorder, lattice distortion is not

extremely large in these flame nano-disks, since the intensity

and width of the bands evidence the presence of resonant Ra-

man processes and thus Raman selection rules are not com-

pletely relaxed.
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